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EFFECTS OF THE ENVIR01~MENT ON
ANIMAL ACTIVITY

INTRODUCTION

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

the ages that life has existed upon this planet adaptation has
until now some particular form is able to live under almost

ftftI_tlCUination of physical and chemical conditions to be found in
Illirill'riJ' :onment. This phenomenon of the diversity of living organ-

cIaiJDs a great deal of the study which comprises the science
JlltiilfllllrllV, Morphology describes the manifold structures of

, taxonomy classifies them according to these structures,
ogy outlines the development through which each passes,

___ relates the characteristics of one generation to those of the
The branches of the science which deal mainly with the variety
are concerned largely with the study of form, either by
, or by experiment, but these studies of form are inter-

light of function. By and large the functions that are of
interest are those activities that enable the animal to cope

its inanimate environment or its fellow organisms.
dy of form and the interpretation of function from this

:ft been exceedingly fruitful efforts. Indeed although no
~d .accept cadavre as the species, neither probably is
biolOgIst who would entirely accept a species record with-

~vre ~n his hand, or the more convenient portions of it
ed 10 some museum. There is no doubt then while

~f the species can be crystallized by the phrase that it is
~ by environment," which is surely a functional concept~t our p.resent method that our descriptions of specie~

y nothmg but a catalogue of diagnostic portions of

er, We have .
'fie r I . no.w 10 many cases, particularly in the study

e atlOnshlps I h dtr and f ' near y reac e the end of our morpho-
, or some ye t dthe ph' . ars pas , more an more effort has been

, YSlOloD"lcald . ti f .Ite of the i "'. . escn~ I.on? animals, At the present
be an .ncreas1Og activity 10 this field, there does not

Y UnIfied a h .SUch pproac to this problem. N or does it
an approach can be borrowed in its entirety from

In attaining the point of view presented here I have absorbed
much, consciously and unconsciously, from my colleagues and teachers
that will not be given specific reference in the text, In particular I
should like to acknowledge the profit and pleasure that I have enjoYed
through association with my colleagues, Professor and Mrs. E. C.
Black. Little of the work that we have done together is referred to
here-but it all has played a major part in leading me to this analysis
of the situation. I am also indebted to them and to Professor R. R
Langford for critical readings of the manuscript.

This work has been carried out in the Ontario Fisheries Research
Laboratory of the Department of Zoology, University of Toronto.
My thanks are due to the Director of the Laboratory, Professor
W. J. K. Harkness, and to the Head of the Department, Professor
E. M. Walker, for their full support.

I also wish to express thanks for permission to reproduce fi~
from the following publications: The American Journal of PhyJt'
ology, Annals of Applied Biology, The Biological Bulletin, Journ:;
of the Fisheries Research Board of Canada, and The Journal
General Physiology.
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6 EFFECTS OF THE ENVIRONMENT ON ANIMAL ACTI VI!\, F
THE ENVIRONMENT ON ANIMAL ACTIVITY

SO

. from misnaming the activities but from considering
atlS:;vity as equivalent to measures of metabolism. To

of a alogy of the machine, the activity of the motor car
to th;':activity of th~ ~achine is t~e result of its integrated

._--- • 0 also is the activity of the animal .
.•••••• _. m- 5 £ activity as distinct from metabolism and the concept

iclea.r:nment influences activity by acting on metabolism will
eIlVi I h inz di .tbelPe of practically al t e ensuing iscussion.

those branches of the science that are devoted exclusively t
f f ' f 0 theo unction, or the purely physiological approach has b' St rI...
, h I een ~1

ng t y so, to analyse the processes that go on within th '
th h

e orga '
ra er t an to classify the organism in the light of the activ'ti' nl
, exhibi I es ,,, 'It I ItS. '"

Since there does not appear to be a ready-made appro ~t..

h
. I ' , a\...lj to

p )'SIOogical description of organisms that may be taken
I hvsi I ' over frt ie p YSIOogists, an attempt has been made here to provide th

for one. To provide' this foundation, the inanimate factor e f, s 0
environment have been classified according to their relatio

b I
" n to

meta 0 Ism of the organ~sm ~d hence to its activity, and the COQ.

sc~uences of these relationships have been treated with parti
reterence to one group of organisms, the fish.

The Concept of Activity

The study of the functioning of organisms embraces two 5

divisions which do not always appear to have been clearly de
although they are in general universally recognized. These are,
everyday language, how the organism works and what the organi
does. The first of these groups of functions we define as metaboli
Hence the term metabolism embraces those processes which
ply the energy whereby the organism continues to exist and
gain energy, with which to respond to its surroundings. The m
bolic processes are of course all those thousand and one reacti
that go on within the living organism and are the dynamic,
protoplasm is the physical, basis of life. It is not worth w
enumerating any of them as examples, but one might here intr .
the analogy of the machine. You might say that the combus

tl

of gasoline and the production of the electric spark are the meta
processes of the motor car.

Following common practice we shall term those things VI

the organism does, activities, Thus activities are such proces~t
running and fighting and other manifestations of the energy t

released by metabolism. These manifestations are not all m, .
, , , . . h distJII

cal, growth IS an activity and so IS excretion. T e to
between activity and metabolism may perhaps appear 'II

laboured here, 'but much confusion in thought eXi~ts I~

literature, The confusion between activity and metabOlism

WAY JUNE: JUI...1

¥ariation in the upper lethal temperature of the fish A meiurus 1IebuU1-

like ()peongo, Ontario, 1940 and 1941. (Brett 1944, figuse 3,) The
iadic:atetemperatures which are fatal to 50 per cent of the sample
III ezposureof 12 hours,

principles concerning activities, which have long been recog-
not always applied in investigation, may be stated here.

follow from the fact that activities are the result of
tnetabolism. The first of these is that since activity of the

tn~~ho.le is the result of integrated metabolism, it follows
• f olism from which the activity results is not the total

o the organ' hat ti but i ,rna+-b' Ism at t at time, ut IS the difference between
. ...••• ohsm and th t b I'· ,and e me a 0 Ism required for the organism's
• to ea for the support of the ancillary activities which
Iecondrry,ou: the activity under consideration.

pnnclple is th t nrevi ,to th a previous experience of the organism
e factor f th ' , .tak. 0 e environment under consideration must

en lUto account. When studying the organism as a

7

S(;»T 1941



8 EFFECTS OF THE ENVIRONMENT ON ANIMAL ACTIVI'!y

whole some assessment of this previous experience will aIw
required before any measurement will have a precise meanin ays lit

an example, the familiar and sometimes great difference in the
g
· <'\s

lethal limit of temperature which is to be found in animals o~p~
same species with different thermal histories may be cited. the
illustration of such variation is given in figure 1 where the sea An. sOIlal
change 10 the upper lethal temperature of bullheads taken from laict
Opeongo, Ontario, is shown.

A Classification of the Environment

Of the two fundamental bases for a classification of the environ_
ment which might be used, that of classifying the elements according
to their identities such as light, heat, gravity and so on, or
that of classifying the identities according to the manner in which
they may influence the organisms, the second has been chosen.
The word "factor" has been commonly employed to designate
such a category of effect. It is tentatively proposed that the
effects of the environment on organisms may be grouped into
six categories for which names have been proposed here or adopted
from the literature. These categories are defined and discussed
briefly below.

Lethal factors :-An environmental identity acts as a lethal factor
when its effect is to destroy the integration of the organism.

The lethal effect of any identity may be separated into two cOllI"
ponents, (a) the incipient lethal level, that level of the identity co.n-
cerned beyond which the organism can no longer live for an inde~;
period of time, and (b) the effective time, the period of time requlr d
to bring about a lethal effect at a given level of the identity beyon
the incipient lethal level.

The effect on the organism as measured by both the inciP.i~
lethal level and by the effective time will depend on such preVIajjI

experience of the organism as is significant to the measurerne~~.
question, and such measurements require a description of this S\veJI
ficant history before they are valid. Such a definition may be g ·stIl

in terms of the level of the identity concerned to which the orga
nl

is completely acclimated.
Masking factors:-A masking factor is one which

Of THE ENVIRONMENT ON ANIMAL ACTIVITY 9
EffECTS

. from operating on the organism to the extent that
identIty

if the masking factor were not present.
d dfect of evapora~~n rate on th~ body teo:perature of ~e

irnals is a famIliar example ot the operation of a masking
a:;e the degree of humidity and air movement are masking
lDodifying as they do the effect of the dry bulb temperature

animal·
DirICtive factors :-T~ese allow or .require a res?onse on the part

organism directed 10 some relation to a gradient of the factor.
directive factors elicit the well-known forced movements.

also provide for the animal's guidance in moving about in the

••••• lDIeot.
iIIItiIIIrM".oUilIg factors:- These comprise one of two categories which

the metabolic rate. They may be defined as those identities
IOvern the metabolic rate by operating in the internal medium
• the actual site of metabolism. Thus they influence the state

·on of the metabolites.
llll11)en.1:ureis the most outstanding of the controlling factors.

•• 1IfJ factors :- These make up the second category of identities
the metabolic rate. The term is derived from Blackman's

cat~ory of "limiting factors" and it is applied here in the
hich he used it except that we are excluding those factors

are designating as controlling factors.
limiting factors may be defined as those identities which
. metabolic rate by virtue of their operation within the meta-

ogicaI example of the classical Blackmanian scheme of the
of li .. .
.. mltlng factors IS to be found in Putter's (1914) work

~~.tin.g effect of various oxygen tensions on the response of
5 respiration te i h f . .

PI . . ra e m t e rog to increase in temperature.
e 15 Illustrated' fi 2 H . .:!'_••....t. In gure. ere It WIll be seen that when
enslon in th t di .IIIsn "t.r e wa er surroun Ing the animal was from

. qg the t f .i' ra e 0 uptake of oxygen by the skin increased
• er~g ~emperature up to about 14°C. Beyond 14°C. no

e In rate of k " .e'Nh oxygen upta e accompanied an Increase In
en the ox' '"- ygen tension was held to the limits mentioned.

utusof rate of oxygen uptake are reached at various
res t hi ha Ig er tensions of oxygen. When such a
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plateau is reached oxygen is said to be a limiting factor, since incr
inz other identities does not increase the metabolic rate. eas-

b

Accessory factors :-An accessory factor is one which impose
., f h Sametabolic load upon the orgamsm m ~cess. 0 t e r~te to which the

organism is confined by the factor which IS governmg the over-au
metabolic rate. This combination results in the death of the organism.

8
L'
1
is
c".i....
·0

"~~

o
~ L'O'''''''",,,,0

• •
300-400

~9~_O

o
• eo- •..•.o""'''"Oa.• •

- . rl
FIGURE 2.-The effect of certain tensions of dissolved oxygen on the relau

1
0
4

p
)

.. (19'
cutaneous respiration in the frog to temperature. Data from putter

An example of such a combination to bring about a lethal e:;!
has been given recently by Doudoroff (1945) who shows that caO\f"

low temperatures in themselves are not fatal to marine fis~. b iallefl

I f intaininv it smotlc aever, they do prevent the anima rom maintammg ISO suits-
h . th t death rein its hypertonic medium and t e consequence IS a £ ctOr.

Here salinity is imposing the load and acting as an accessory a

Concluding Remarks [llplCJ

l'd . t for e,ca .A particular environmenta I entity, tempera ure lasSl
diff f the Cmay at different times act under a I erent category 0 gor'!

cation presented above and commonly does so. What cate

S of THE ENVIRONMENT ON A!-lIMAL ACTIVITY 11
EfFECT

identity acts under at .a pa~icu1ar time will depend ?n ~e
-1ICIII'f--the identity under consideration and of all the other identi-

o nvironment, and of course on the organism concerned.
the e . h f 11' . f'15 will be taken up in t e 0 owmg sections or each cate-

detaJrn with particular reference to their place in the physio-
dltu , .

description of species.

LETHAL FACTORS

discUssion of lethal factors will be illustrated chiefly by refer-
the lethal effects of high temperature. It may be remarked

outset that although a great deal of investigation has been
on in which the chief concern of the investigator has been the

••••• mt of the lethal limits of temperature for a given organism,
.II1P of the results of this work can be accepted as being more than

••••••••.••.. In general the greatest gap in these data is an almost
lack of any record of the thermal history of the organisms
the lethal limits were determined. In this respect however,

using fish have been least remiss. This lack of what in those
which it has been determined, is extremely pertinent infer-

renders useless for all but the most general conclusions, most
ftlues given in the literature.
example of the tremendous effect of the thermal history has
•been given for fish in figure 1. A second example, relating
lDVertebrates might also be quoted with profit. Horstadius
showed that the temperature limits for the normal develop-
eggs of the echinodern, Paracentrotus litndus, acclimated to
tJn~ratures (13°C.) were approximately 8°C. and 23°C.

~~~ted to summer con~itions (26°C.), the limits were
C. Thus here a thirteen degree chanze in the mean

re at which th . . b. e parents were living brouzht about a change
S1Jt degrees in th . . b

de\>el e upper lethal limit of temperature for
opment of th d f . h .it Ch e eggs, an 0 elg t degrees In the lower

. anges of this order are apparently often to be expected .

."hods of Det '.
ha ermtnmg the Lethal Limits of TemperatureVe been t .

rn wo general experimental procedures followed
ent of the lethal limits of temperature. One method has
Or cool the organism at a given constant rate until it
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'bed by convenient indices when temperature is the
desc~ prerequisite to this description is that it must provide

{actor:
bl

thermal experiences to which the organism can be
all posSI e .

and survive.
.•••• IPI

died. This method is rapid and convenient and requires little .
way of apparatus. In the past it has yielded valuable results' bi the

I· . In ro
pre rmmary comparisons. (Vernon, 1899, Huntsman and S ad
1924, Battle 1926). Unfortunately it is not an ideal analytical Parks
. th . If' . rneth""Since e measurement itse involves two vanables, time and tern "\I

ture : and as will be shown later, analysis by the second rneth dPer~.
all d" a Willow pre tenon of results obtained by this one.

The second general experimental method is to maintain th. ertno-
stats at vanous constant temperatures in which samples are introd

d he ti d ucedan t e time to eath noted. Results obtained in experiments of thi
t?'Pe have b~en expressed in two ways. Some workers have Plott~
time ~ortality curve~ (Bliss 1937), others have used the dosage
~ortality method (Bliss 1935). For the statistical details involved
in these calculations the original papers of Bliss and that of de Beer
(1945) should be consulted. However, with a complete set of data
one can calculate both the time to death at any lethal level of tem-
perature (time mortality), and the temperature required to bring
about death in any prescribed interval of time (dosage mortality).
Both statistics appear to be necessary for a description of the lethal
effect of temperature complete enough to cover the ecological condi-
tions which the species may encounter and still survive.

We have already stated (page 8) that the effect of a lethal factor
may be separated into two components, (a) the incipient lethal level,
that level beyond which the organism can no longer live for an indefi-
nite period of time, and (b) the effective time, the period of ti~e
required to bring about a lethal effect at a given level of the identity
beyond the incipient lethal level. We should now add that as far as the
organism is concerned, the incipient lethal level divides the. range of
experience of that identity, within which it is possible for the org~-
ism to exist at all, into two zones. Within the upper and lower inClj
pient lethal levels there is what may be designated as the zone °t
tolerance in which the animal will never die from the effects of th3
particular identity alone. Beyond the incipient lethal levels the~:
lies a zone of resistance in which the animal will ultimately succumbhis
the effects of the identity in question, but in which it can resiS\ \lIc
lethal effect for a period of time which is a function of the level 0 red
identity. Let us now consider how these two zones can be map

Thermal Tolerance

uirement with which the preceding section was ended can
••.. 4IaPw:ionly by means of a quantitative description of the manner
iIJ.-:n the history of the organism affects its ability to exist over a

of levels of a given factor. In the case of temperature, the
which in light of the information at hand appears to be ade-

for fish and no doubt could be applied to many other groups
s with equal success, is to maintain the animals at various

•• _temperatures for periods of time sufficient to ensure that they
••••• em·mated to these temperatures, and under conditions that

DO other factor is exerting any significant environmental stress
. The importance of guarding against stress from other

is clearly illustrated by Brett's (1946) experiment on the
of oxygen tension on the rate of thermal adaptation of the

the results of which are illustrated in figure 3.

11r---------------------------~~~--__,
S.ffICI •••• Oa, ••• -.-

I••• "iti ••• Oa, ••• -0-

·•i '0..•••

TIM ( 0' ACCLIMATIO •• • "Qua s
3.-l'he inft .
~d, u~ce of oxygen tension on the rate of thermal acclimation in

&~ Arne:'urus nebulosus, Brett (1946) figure 6. (1) Sufficient oxygen.
~.SUrvlval time at 3S.SoC. when taken from 20°C. and put at 28°C.
17-c. lent oxygen. The average survival time at 3S.0°C. when taken

and put at 21° C.
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Samples of fish from the acclimation tanks are then exp
. O~tvarIOUS constant temperatures and the time to death recorded . 0

for each individual or as within a given interval of time. F either
present purpose we shall define the incipient lethal temperat

or
the. u~

that temperature beyond which 50 per cent of the population c as
longer live for an indefinite period of time. an no

When these upper and lower limits to the thermal tolerance of th
organism have been determined for a series of levels of acclim ti e. a~
temperatures they may be plotted in a manner which allows the wh I
thermal tolerance of the animal to be displayed. A graph of this toe
is given in figure 4 which illustrates the thermal tolerance of the g~~
fish.

..0 ~ _
A~CH,"OnO" ""'1H~'. . iDd-

FIGURE 4.-The therma.I tolerance of the goldfish as displayed by plottmg the Fr1,
pient lethal IeYcls of temperature against the acclimation temperature.
Brett and Cia WI!OIl (1942) figure 2.

As will be seen, the method chosen here for displaying the the~
tolerance of a species has been to plot the incipient lethal temper

attl
all

against the acclimation temperature on a square graph which h~es.
additional construction line running at an angle of 45° to the hicb
The purpose of this line, which runs through all the points at VIead1
measurements along each axis have equal values, is to provid~ a rtefl1'

indication of where the lethal temperature and the acclimattOn pP":
perature are the same. Thus the point to the right where theh

U
~

incipient lethal temperature reaches this 45-degree line markS t e

ENVIRONMENT ON ANIMAL ACTIVITY 15
crs OF THE

ffl£ .
. . that direction and a perpe.n~:cu1ar can b~ dropped

. ....Iimatlon 111 . tes the line descrIbmg the relation of the
~ hi'ch termma

~ Vi to the acclimation temperature. The com-
-- peraturelethal tern of the point to the left where the lower lethal

uld be true . fi h
WO line In the case ot the gold sh, owever, as
th 4S-degree . incid fe f any other species also, such a como ence 0

be the case or m
ith the acclimation temperature does not occur,

lethal WI . ., I thal
it state above the ultimate lower incipient echanges IS. . . al

e and is no longer a SUitable medium for the arum con-
••••••• rattar' hi eason both the upper and the lower lethal tempera-

For t IS r
• tion temperature curves terminate to the left at the axes.

_ ••• ::clll1lU&1 I thal lines together with portions of the axes and -the
two e , . id

__ di"cu1ardropped from the point where the upper lethal como es
.Iltlll acclimation temperature, enclose an area which contains all

"bilities, thermally speaking, which the animal in question
_, ----.te indefinitely. This area may be called the thermal toler-
••• _ can be determined quantitatively. It is no longer necessary

to the qualitative terms "stenothermal" and "eurythermal"
species for which this determination can be made. The

for the thermal tolerance of the goldfish on the Centigrade
• 1220 units, the units being square degrees. For the bull-

thermal tolerance is 1160 units (Brett 1944) and for year-
ed trout, Sclueiinus [ontinalis, a value of 625 units has

d (Fry, Hart, and Walker, 1946).
~ ••• ifttl" other values of significance in the description of a popu-

terms of its lethal limits of temperature can also be derived
eI'ance diagrams such as that in figure 4. There is an ulti-

-." .UlUIJI~ incipient lethal temperature which is the highest level
the incipient upper lethal temperature can be raised by

adap~tion. In the goldfish this temperature is 41°C. There
an ul~te lower incipient lethal temperature, which has not
~ned for the goldfish, and there is a minimum incipient
lethal temperature and correspondingly a maximum incipient

temperature.

cIesa; . Thermal Resistance
rna. ption of the thermal tolerance of a species, complete

Y be, and neat as it is for the purposes of physiological
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description, does not entirely describe the relation of the s '
, , , Pecle
Its environment In terms of temperature as a lethal facto S to
animal can exist, often for substantial periods-of time, at a tem~r ~
level beyond the zone of tolerance, and may frequently do so a~Urt
I I d inz di fl ' ' partir..ar y unng iurnal uctuations. Thus the zone of resistanc ""
I' b e whl~Lres eyond the zone of tolerance also requires evaluation. Th 'I,
tive times give the necessary information with which to descr~b~fl~.
zone of resistance. he

J
• 1\1

ENVIRONMENT ON A~IMAL ACTIVITY 17
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£ffE

, level of acclimation a measure or the zone
. any gIVen , b btai d0"" tor d as a single numencal value, can e a tame

e.xpresse I' ..-cistaIlce der the effective time-temperature me, tramI.... the area un h
~••ding I'nute up to the time required to measure t eb 1IA' • Y one m , , 1 1

.:•••e or sa hal temperature, F or the 30 C. acclimation eve
~: per let , , ion of h ff:•••.•paent up , -here the line describing the relation 0 tee ec-

- ~ the time w , , IIIIfigUre;) ture meets the line joining the incipent letha
. to tempera . h li

tulle '600 minutes. Knowing the formula tor t e me
.-..natures IS . b.......--- d \\"alker 1946) the area under this curve can e
F Hart, an "d( tY. '_ 1 minute to time = 600 rmnutes, an comes

ed from time - , 'h '
f - '6 degree minutes. The mathematical details av evalue a J-r . 1

to d here since we are concerned only With the generaheeD suppresse ,
A series of such values can be found for ar~as under a series

such curves, each curve being the result of expenments on samples
particular thermal history. These values can then be plotted

oooE v
~
&

x 25 - acel.
024
.22
AZO
+15
e11.~

o
Of-

V ~
U
c
E
"• 0
III g f-
a: N

so 20 50 ~OO :zoo
lime to 50" MortQhl),t mln_

FICURE5.- The time to SOper cent mortality at various lethal levels of teIIlperatutC

for speckled trout, SaJvelinus [ontinalis, acclimated to various teIIlperaturf$
From Fry, Hart and Walker, (1946) figure 2.

. t nce isThe first step in the determination of the thermal reslS a
to determine the effective times for a series of lethal levels o~ t::;
perature for subjects adapted to various temperatures over their the
kinetic range. The results of such a series of determinations ~nthJt
speckled trout are plotted in figure S. A feature of figur~ are
may be puzzling on first inspection is that the resistance hneslifleS
terminated abruptly to the right by two boundary lines. Thes\ r~
pass through the upper incipient lethal temperatures for eaC ha~e
spective level of acclimation and thus the resistance lines do not sult5

li vet remeaning beyond these points, for 50 per cent marta ity ne sure.
from temperatures below these regardless of the length of eJCpo

o .04 a 1a 1.S'"20 a4 C.
Ac.c.llrT'\QrIOn re.mp.6._... th

the tile od of displaying thermal resistance as illustrated by the data
~.Jo~,kled trout shown in figure 5, The area under the curve from DoC.

C, lS 3,6 x 10' deg.2 min.

r
•
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against acclimation temperature and the area under this curve s
up to give a general over-all picture of the thermal resistanceununtd
species. Such a curve is plotted in .figure 6 for the speckled of the
each point shown being the area under one of the curves in fi~tOll~

Th .. .' f h al . re 5e quantitative expression 0 t erm resistance proposed bo .
is not nearly as meaningful as the expression for the thermal tole a 'It
but it has its value as a means of comparison. Species with a~ct,
value for thermal tolerance may have quite a low value for ther!:
resistance, or the opposite may be the case.

TABLE 1. The thermal resistance of yearling speckled
trout acclimiated to 11°C. Data from form-
ula in Fry, Hart and Walker, 1946. -Temperature Resistance time Minute rate of

Co. minutes mortification

25.0 639 .0016
25.5 371 .0027
26.0 215 .0046
26.5 125 .0080
27.0 72 .0139
27.5 42 .0238
28.0 24 .0416
28.5 14 .0714
29.0 8 .1250

Death in Changing Lethal Levels of Temperature

Up to this point in discussing the response of animals to Ie::
levels of temperature we have been .proceeding towards a. ra fat
artificial endpoint which has given us, it is true, numerical indlcesder"
the classification of animals, but which has given us no precise un gatt"
standing of the effect of a given environmental condition on the or of
ism. The ecological problem with respect to the lethal effec~:ef11
temperature is that of determining the point of death under any pa 'The
of time-temperature conditions that might occur in nature .....ell"

pefll"
problem has been solved in the following way and tested eX 9) alld

tall y on such diverse organisms as starfish larvae (Jacobs 191
speckled trout (Fry, Hart and Walker 1946).

lIE ExvrRoXMEXT Ox AxnIAL ACTIVITY l~
EFfEcTS OF T

· " h the assumption that the rate of dying at a given
beglD wit ." .

you I I of temperature IS linear with respect to time, YOU
1 thai eve . . - .

t e . te rate of mortificatIOn for each such level. This
_r--Iate ami/ill . . . .
~~ . he reciprocal of the effective time m rnmutes. Thus

rate .15 t 'me brinas about the death of the organism in 100
effective ti b

inute rate of mortification would be 0.01, and so on.
~he mtheminute rate of mortification at different lethal levels

1 hsts d 1" n-cre for yearling speckle ~r')'lt ace imatec to .
ratu . hold he ti '•••.l-.r~~l·l ws that if the assumption made above olds, t e time Oi

10 0 "1 b he ooi hi h '1_ changing lethal temperatures WH. e t e p01T1tat W IC a!m . dd''ODSof dying at the various temperatures a up to urury.
te this point when the time temperature curve follows no
formula -. a graphical method may be employed. First mark

axis of a piece of arithmetic paper in intervals from zero to
represent the minute rate of mortification (or from zero to
dred to represent the percentage minute rate). The other
marked off in minutes. Distances representing the mortifi-

rate for lethal levels of temperature at degree and half-degree
are marked off on the mortification scale and assigned to

riate temperatures. Such scales, appropriate for speckled
••••'ullliited to 11"C. are shown in figure 7, and are plotted from

in table 1.

a given thermal experience the time-temperature curve is
~gh the appropriate levels by reference to the temperature

S curve is then referred to the reciprocal scale, what results
ortification curve. To determine at what point death

~. the area under the curve is summed progressively bv
tOther' .. '" -,'6 . eClprocal scale until It reaches a value equivalent to

per cation, that is to a value of 100 if mortification is expres-
centages. 'When this point has been reached the thermal
would have b ffi . ,een su cient to bring about the death of the

tlcarnple of this meth d f . . . . .
llstrat 0 0 estimation IS zrven in fiO"ure I

es th '" '"trout I e results of an experimenr performed on the
· twill beon' e seen that there is almost perfect :lgTee:llcnt
• and expen . I' _ -ted to 101 mtn~ In t 11::- example, The area under t:l~

100 rc . <it the time that death occur red, which is wry
qll1red by t:Lvry. '
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It can now be seen, since the experimental method of detent)' .
the lethal effects of temperature by slow heating is just a speciallnlng
of acclimation and dying under varying temperature condifcasl!
how data obtained by this method can be interpreted, insofar as IIOhns•

. h et aleffects are concerned, only by results obtained by t e method of e..'(po..
sure to constant temperatures.
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inI
FIGL"RE7.-Estimation of the thermal death point under continuously chaJl~inI

temperature conditions. The experiment illustrated was performed on y~ tbC
Salvelinus [oniinalis acclimated to 11°e. Each square indicated under fef.
curve represents 1% (0.2 x 5) of the theoretical mortification. From
Hart and Walker (1946) figure 6.

The Rate of Thermal Acclimation at
., . fi 7 hould IIThe perfection of the experiment Illustrated m gure Strate

be allowed to obscure the fact that it was designed to demo
h

!1
S
fll1~

. . f the t eonly a single specific point, namely the summation 0 pera-. .. 1 thaI tern .__
experience at temperatures above the incipient upper e abO~w
ture. To this end heating was begun at 25°C., ~ temperat~~;C. If
the incipient lethal level for speckled trout acclimated to
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. g had been started at 11"C, and carried on at the
th beatlll

e ffi ient time would have elapsed before the zone of
rate, SU ceached for further acclimation in the trout, which

cewasr . df bstantiidl and they would have survive or a su stantiallye rapl y,
•••••• -. t the higher temperatures.

tlIIl
e

aurement of the rate of thermal acclimation may be said
tneaS

.' . I' ffici I
sent in the semi-quantitatIve stage. t IS su cient yat pre . .

. order that some comparisons between species are pos-
•••• CEUt:ere is as yet no information on any species complete enough
_.Ple the acclimation level of its members to be estimated from a
•• _pe!:'3ture curve describing their thermal history. Also, it has

demonstrated whether thermal adaptation in all its rnani-_1.""-
proceeds simultaneously. Brett (1946) distinguishes be-

in heat tolerance and loss of cold tolerance as two pro-
may possibly proceed at different rates.
be appreciated therefore that since the literature dealing

rate of thermal acclimation does not yet contain any com-
. of the problem, it will not be possible to carry the dis-

to any completely satisfactory conclusion. For a review of
situation as it pertains to fish the reader is referred to

U46).

Concluding Remarks
close the discussion of temperature as a lethal factor at

There appears to be hope that methods for the laboratory
t of the effects of temperature as a lethal factor will soon
perfected. The knowledge required for this assessment

to the extent of the zones of thermal resistance and thermal
tot~ the influence of thermal adaptation on these characteris-

all COurse and rate of thermal adaptation. Of these mea-
and but the last appear to have been satisfactorily accorn-
_~~urelythe last will soon be done also.
-nple Used fo th di .na r e ISCUSSlonof lethal factors has been a
Thes now one. We have considered the fish almost exclu-

e organism .d s represent but a narrow class m a small
We have i d h ffas gnore tee ects of any extensive resting

are fou d' th . .
Otnitted . n .10 e insects. Moreover we have almost

diSCUSSIOnof the lower lethal limits of temperature,
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~crSOFTHE

s light is operating as a directive factor when an
••••• IIl·P:O' Thu towards its prey. The space devoted here.~ d moves .

....c.id·UtP. sees an ill be small, since other workers, and indeed
~ve factors v: nee psychology, give this subject ample defi-

branch of s~e ,
d sideratlOn. f .

~ con been concluded from the opening paragraph. 0 t?IS
,nn have environmental identity to act as a directive

that for any . .
b eived by the organism. If there IS no percep-

. ust e perc . al I el
It m f the organism it will not avoid even a leth ev

GO. the ?art ~or man for example, there is much evidence placed
, Iden:~re sundry coroner's juries :hat carbon, monoxide does
year directive factor for that particular species.

as a bi t biDally in a general reflection on the su Je~ It must no e ove:-
that in many cases we apply two special terms to t~e accli-
effect of a directive factor-those terms are learning and

e ~ confine our attention here to a consideration of one. of
manifestations of a directive factor which gives promise
of physiological classification. This is the measurement

preferred temperature.

and have considered the lethal effect of temperature in on]
medium, water. However, it is hoped that the principles dernon;
within these narrow bounds while not all-embracing, will be of .
spread application in relation to the lethal effects of other fact WIde.

Otsa variety of other organisms.

MASKIKG FACTORS

The masking factors were defined as those factors which preVent
second identity from operating on the organism to the extent that .
would if the masking factor were not present, and the familiar effect
of the evaporation rate on the body temperature of terrestrial animaIt
Was cited as an example of this type of factor.

The subject of masking factors is a very important and far-readt-
ing one for it may be contended, if one takes the view that the orglDo
ism is fundamentally an organized section of the environment,
any stability the animal may have attained in its internal milieu it
the face of the varying conditions in the environment has come
through the exploitation of masking factors. If such is the case it .
evident that the wisest course to adopt in the present outline is to
as little as possible about the matter.

Therefore we shall consider only one generalization. That is
a masking factor would appear rarely to operate -per se. In the case ti
humidity for example, only in exceptional cases would the ~ ~
able to take more than a fleeting advantage of the cooling .
afforded by the rapid evaporation of water from its surface whell
a dry and breezy atmosphere without drawing on some internal, . by
for the water. Thus the advantages conferred o~ the orgamsm~
operation of a masking factor can usually be gamed only by •
ing some metabolism, or at least through the presence of some 0

zation.

DIRECTIVE FACTORS ,

. h II quire aDirective factors are those factors whic a ow or re el tiOll
. di d i orne r abolic response on the part of the organism irecte 10 s £

a gradient of the factor. Directive factors elicit the well-kn~ of
movements but the definition also includes many more eff 'yeS

. ent gtenvironment. It includes all the clues that the envrronrn '15
.. .. 1 ti d that of 1animal by which rt determines Its own oca Ion an

Preferred Temperatures
a well established fact that animals presented with a suitable

of temperatures in a restricted space will tend to congregate
one end of that range or at some more or less definite tern-
lrithin it. It may be assumed that congregation at one end
range merely indicates that the range of temperature pre-

does not extend far enough in that direction. Thus in an
.range of temperature there will be a region at which a given
OIl will congregate with more or less precision given an op-

to ?o so. This temperature has been most widely desig-
Enghsh as the "preferred temperature" or the "preferendum,"

~ ent of the preferendum has usually been made by one
• era!. methods. In one a single individual at a time has been
• a ~ernperature gradient and its position noted at various

~ lDtervals. In the other a group of individuals has been
~ch a gradient and counts made of the distribu-lDdi .

Vtduals Over the various temperature levels at some
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one or a series of later times. The preferendum has been exp
. . . tesse.!either as a modal temperature, a range containing say the middl 14

per cent of the total observations, or a mean selected temperatUt e SO
typical set of observations taken in determining the preferred terne. t\
ture of fish is shown in figure 8.· Peta.

25

c

jlo

27 26 25 24
Stlt(lt~ T'''p"alwrn

20

FIGURE8.-Temperatures selected by Girella nigrican.s taken from current seasoaaI
temperatures. From Doudoroff (1938). Reprinted from the Biolc,Kfl
Bulletin.

The preferendum varies somewhat with the thermal history of the
animal and any description of it must display this relation. A u~
method of displaying the thermal preference of a population IS to
employ a square graph similar to that used in figure 4 to disp~ay :e
thermal tolerance. Such a graph is given in figure 9, in which. er atlOllrelation between the preferred temperature and the acc.lm d
temperature is shown for two species of fish. An interestIng anjs

. h . fi 9 Thereobvious feature of the preferendum IS sown 10 gure. nd
. ture arouwhat may be termed a final prejerendum, that IS a tempera f their

which all individuals will ultimately congregate, regardless 0 final
thermal experience before being placed in the gradient. The atllte
preferendum is that temperature at which the preferred ternp~irel/IJ
is equal to the acclimation temperature. These points for graplt-

. . di db' 1 on the thenigricans and Carassius auratus are 10 icate y circ es. of
. d . gful !OdeJCThe final preferendum offers a convenient an meamn

influence of temperature as a directive factor. d "!11~

Some authors would object to the application of the wor
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h e has been some question as to the ecologicalfor t er
•• abOve ferendurn. Doudoroff (1938) for example,

f the pre
. g 0 dous difference in scale that there may be between

the trernen . .. HI'
()PS iment and conditions 10 nature. e a so points

tory exper f G' .. .~ the preferred temperature 0 irella nujrscans IS
.•••••t whereas f 11 . .
au- . al lives and competes success u y m an environ-
·C the anlrn . b 210C. . h h highest mean monthly temperature IS a out .in WhlC t e

N

"

.• 8 Ul 1e 2.0 a. ze .:sa
Accllt'nQ t.on T.rT\pcror\l.re

ne relation of the preferred temperature to the acclimation tempera-
two speciesof fish. Data from Doudoroff (1938) and Fry (ms.).

the evidence yet available concerning the relation of the pre-
to optima for activity is meagre, it is not all negative.

and Elson (1940) point out that the optimum temperature for
to. ~ electrical stimulus in the speckled trout found by Elson

~~es with the preferred temperature. A similar cor-
194 n observed by Scott (ms.) in tadpoles (see also Fisher

that ~~ Wo:~an and Fisher 1941). Fry and Hart (ms.)
in h cruI.smg speed of the goldfish reached a rather flat

~ th e reglOn of the final preferendum but did not change
• COrn e r~nge from 20 °C. to 30 °C. (See figures 9 and 15 to

I panson.) However, this was true only when the fish
Y adapted to the temperatures at which the cruising
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/_..: g Temperature to M etabolism. and ActivityR"us Re ••••n
II known rules which have been formulated to des-

several. we of temperature to the rate of metabolism or of
do. relatIon .. . h I· (Bel
IU"" 11 established POSition In t e iterature e.g. e-

have a we . 1 gth Th1935) and will not be discussed here at any en.. e
1930. f them are summarized in figure 10 which shows

aaportant 0

speeds were measured. In series where the cruising speeds w
sured of fish without this previous adaptation there was no nere

Il}~

relation to the preferendum. Nevertheless the very lack of s~:S~
respondence is of value to the goldfish for the response to the text)COr.

ture gradient is such as to bring the animal into the zone in "'hi~
can be most active, when once it becomes acclimated. ch

CONTROLLING FACTORS

There appears to be considerable justification for dividing the
factors which govern the metabolic rate into two classes. Indeed
Blaclanan (1905) proposed just such a subdivision towards the endof
his paper on limiting factors on the same basis as we are adoptinr
here. It will be recalled that we proposed to term those factors which
influence the metabolic rate by conditioning the medium in which the
metabolic processes take place, controlling factors. This is equivaleat
to Blaclanan's class 2, which he defined as "tonic conditions tbIt
affect only the metabolic rate" as opposed to "conditions of supply fi
material or of energy" (Blaclanan, 1905 page 289).

Temperature is the identity that acts most obviously as a control-
ling factor, and it is interesting to note that Crozier and his ~
by implication at least, recognized this fact, for though they use4
temperature so extensively in the application of the principle fi
limiting factors, they were not in any way concerned with tempera-
ture itself as a limiting factor. Their concern was with the eft: II

temperature on the chemical activity of some substance that act
a limiting factor in the metabolic chain. I rJ.

Other identities that come readily to mind as being capab ~
operating as controlling factors are salinity, hydrogen ion concentra

and humidity insofar as it affects the concentration of protoplasd~:"'"
. h the 1:><--

In this section we shall concern ourselves largely Wit . ct'...!"
. 1 prIO I"

sion of temperature as a controlling factor. .Two ~enera The Ii~
concerning controlling factors can be stated Immediately. 'oil1l1J111

is that controlling factors operate so as to govern both the rr:; is ~
metabolic rate and the maximum metabolic rate. The secon eO\J~1

. t imultana number of controlling factors may and do opera e s. heJll £
Both these characteristics of controlling factors distinguish t
the limiting factors.

T••••_I•......
••.e , ••

R_1.. inS

- ••••••••••' --- ----Phoj_O<J'call-----

,-The mathematical and historical relations of the major rules relating
to metabolism and activity. Constructed largely from the histori-.....,.-~ryin Belehradek (1935) v- rate of metabolism or activity. Y: time.

Centigrade. T - temperature absolute, all other symbols are

, ,and mathematical relationships, As the grouping in
tadi~es, the various rules can be segregated into two

atcordlDg to the purpose for which they have been used.
, croups may for convenience be called "biolozical" and-mr ••r » Th 0'

used .e bi~logical group comprises those rules which
~.":a..it' i.' •••by bIOlogists to describe the effect of temperature on

S chof organisms without reference to any underlying
,~ a rule, for example, is the law of thermal sums.

have been placed in the physiological group have,
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on the other hand, been largely employed to describe the relaf
temperature to the metabolic rate. IOn0(

The suitability of formulae of the biological group as basis f
. I . al i d Ora phSIOOgIC In ex cannot be challenged except insofar as they faU h y.

being precisely quantitative. The rule of thermal sums for e.'( s Orto(
a useful field rule although it is well recognized that it does :p~eis
~~ ~

On the other hand there has been little indication that indl', , . ces of
the physiological group are very useful In describing differ
between species. Rather they have been used to emphasize the ens'~IIll1.

8
N

~4lmo farlo

--
Angudll vulg."s

..,~
E
"..c:
o
u

0'

10 14 .16 22 26 30
Tempera tur e ·C.

. falf
FlGUlIE 11,~ The relation between temperature and oxygen consumption mKroP

species of fish. Data from Gardner and King (1923) and Ege and dII
(1914). Values from Ege and Krogh multiplied by 0,6 to bring theIIl to
same level as the values of Gardner and King,

larity of response of widely dissimilar groups. The Q,O'S larg~IY~
between 2 and 3, and when they do diverge it is usually consl~e~
that they do so because of the nature of the process and not 0, el'l
species involved. Crozier (1925) felt that there were only rela~" hiS
few J.I. values found during the assiduous labours of himself an dard
associates. Krogh (1914, 1941) has given a curve of stan

isfIlS
metabolism in which he showed that a most diverse group of org~

. . eratur .gave the same proportionate response to changes In t:mp. I gro1J1'
While the use of a temperature index of the phystOloglca dyisedo

as an indication of differences between species is not very well a
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slope only and not position, the slopesdi measure
in Ice~ 'I s Krogh's standard curve would indicate.Identlca a

alwaYs as f examples from one class of vertebrates, the
'11 trates our111 us 'di se slopes over the same temperature range.qUite ver

• have, ith Krogh's standard curve is given by the
Panson WI , el

corn. f the goldfish adjusted to the appropnate lev .
f hiS data or h '

•••• 11I"" 0 chosen for another reason also, t at IS to" of curves was
es t expressed by Barcroft (1934) namely that over
a concep , . b ited h t

t e for which the animal is est suite ,t e empera-
of tempera ur h ldfi hli rve is relatively flat. The trout and t e go s
corn;:on this basis. Over the range from 6

0

C. to, 20
0

C.
Y be taken as roughly representing the. ran,ge best s~lted to
th standard metabolism of that species IS approximately
hi~e over the same temperature range the metabolism of t~e

which is adapted to considerably higher temperatures, IS
approximately five times. A similar set of curves ha~ been
by Leiner (1938) but it is to be feared that he did not
the necessity for comparing slopes on the basis of relative

mcrease rather than absolute rates.
deal of confusion has arisen in the employment of the

"eal group of indices in that they have been used
• ely to describe relations both of metabolism and of

temperature. In other words measurements of activity
•taken as reflecting quantitatively the metabolic rate. Except
IIIStances where the activity of an organ, for example the

heart beat, may be taken as a reflection of the metabolic rate
ism as a whole, there is no logical justification for as sum-
ce between measures of activity and metabolism.

=Sio~ of thought may perhaps be a relic of the chemical
which these ideas originally stemmed. It is true that

• of a chemical reaction proceeding in a test tube will bear
o~o all other measures that might be made of the same
Q.owever' h

ther' ' 10 suc a test tube, no matter how complex the
e IS no int ti ,ti egra Ion at the organismal level, nor are any of

term ens of the reaction, activities in the sense that we are
" It is to the machine and not to the test tube that we

re, a~~gy with which to explain the relation of activity
IS matter will be considered in the following
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Tcniperat urc Optima
If there were such a thing as an optimum temperature f

activity in organisms a very significant means of cJassificat?r a givtQ'. ~wot course be available and, one would imagine, be larget ollld
However, due to the forceful clarification of the subject Wi~h sought.

regard
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FIGL"RE lZ.-Various temperature optima.
A. Rate of locomotion of Limax: Crozier and Federighi (1924).
B. Fecundity of two species of worms. Reynoldson (1943)~
C. Power output of oyster gills. Galtsoff (1927). )
D. Response of the speckled trout to an electrical stimulus. Elson (19

42
.

The graphs are reprinted with the permission of the various publisherS.

. analysiS
to metabolism by Blackman (1905) and the pursuit of the "whilt
of mechanisms by physiologists ever since, the word "optimum

l 55 cat!
not completely barred from the biologist's vocabulary, neverthe eubjeet

. . . The 5
scarcely be utterer! without some mumbled qualificatIOn. he re
is Iurther confu serl because, when it has been employed, t ,etill

. 1 . . I I liff s Son(-ptlnlU!1l has been user In two WIt c y (I crent sense.
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to mean conditions that are best for the animal,
a.een ~n.udge of that, at other times it has been applied to

..•••••.~ .naY
d

~hich an animal can perform a certain activity best
un er

•..••••lIIIIIiIIp... b'ective measurements. Here we shall be concerned
by 0 J .

. the second meanmg.
rpose here to re-examine the ease to see whether there

our pu . .
. cumstances under which the term optimum may bei:Own right as describing a level of a c~ntrolli~g fa,c;t0r. at

Jiven activity of an animal ea~ best be earned on, best being
to mean accomplished at the highest level of the measurement

••. "~II&" 12 shows a number of examples of temperature optima
fall within the meaning of the definition above. The processes

lat_.amples in figure 12 are most diverse but it will be noted that
•••r.• re all measures of activity and not of metabolism. Such a fal-

of the rate of activity at the higher temperatures has of course."A_a noted and the commonest explanation is that it is due to
•••• ~!l'Se effect of high temperature upon the rate of chemical

;tb;is is the well known time factor (Blackman 1905). Bele-
(1935) indeed denies the possibility of any other explanation

(page 3) "When the upper biokinetic limit ('optimum') .
the Velocity of biological reactions decreases to a complete

fbenomenon. which is generally reversed on cooling."
certain however, that not all of the evidence adduced

the theory of thermal destruction points clearly to des-
repIacem~t of enzymes and also that the theory can-

I~Y aP~lIed. For instance the cruising speed of the gold-
ued acclimated to 250 C. and tested at 350 C. will increase

. exposure to the higher temperature although that
IS above th .

for th e optimum both for goldfish acclimated to
IIIeans e gen~ral curve for the goldfish. However, without

PIa· excludmg the theory of thermal destruction which
Ins some '. '

can I eases in the literature, let us see if any other
a so be off d f\Vith II ere or temperature optima which does

etn ta the well established knowledge concerning the
·caI etnperature and metabolism.

analogy of th ff f~Yity is' .e e ect a a con:rolling factor on meta-
g1.Ven In figure 13 which shows the relation
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t but with the difference between the two. If the
,..iJliJn~" ~a~ogy is applied to the animal, it would appear that

of th~s a between the ability to perform a certain activity and
..-rf!latJOn ". . h th diff b he acti~.- r I vels is similarly WIt e 1 erence etween t e active

••••~•••-~ I.e um
e
metabolic levels, and not with either level nor indeed

IIlJJlIm
ther standard level.

aD~ 0 a10gy given in figure 13, the readings are carried only to:t:.SOO r.p.m. Over most of this range the curve for maxi-
coosumption was rising more rapidly than the curve for mini-
COOSumptionwith the power output correspondingly increasing,

consumption curves are beginning to draw closer together at
__ beSt speeds. It can be imagined that if there were no structural

between speed of rotation, maximum power output, fuel consUI!] .
at full power, and fuel consumption under no load in the rnOt P
popular automobile manufactured in 1933. In ~his analogy th~r of ~
of rotation represents the level of the controlling factor, the

f f I " Po.",
output, the activity, and the levels 0 ue consumption the rnax·

and minimum metabolic rates.

d n given speed
To maintain a motor under no external loa at a Y At the

. .. mption of fuel.rotation requires a certain rmmmum consu . •••rate.
rtai maxlmuu'speed of rotation it can consume fuel at a ce am r it cat'

d . the powe
difference between these two rates etermmes 1000 r.p·trI·
out to perform external work. For example, at '1 of fuei

. d jni " urn leve s 0difference between the maximum an mmlm. power
sumption is 12 pounds per hour and the maximum elation be
24 h P Thus as the lower panel indicates, the corr ••.•a.:.cif111Jl11

. . . . . h r the '"
power output and fuel consumption IS With neit e

c
o

>=

fa
iD-:
cauO

•••
•,Uoo

Of
",0". power ~rpuf'"
(rnax.,mum rare oc:.

Ocr\VI~)

1.500 2000 2500.3000 .a.OO
Sp ••••d r: p."'.

f t lling factor onFIGURE 13-A mechanical analogy of the effect 0 a can ro t-. . be power ou ••-
and activity. The graph illustrates the relatIon tween ki dly

". b·l· These data were ~ .fuel consumption In an automo I e engine. .. of the Un
by members of the Department of Mechanical Engmeerlng

of Toronto.

00 "-I'."'''.#ON
;;"-~"'I"."..

-The Ia·. re tIon of the standard and maximum heart beat rate to tern-
••• 111 alevins of the speckled trout, Salvelinus [ontinalis. The standard

talten while th I . ."the . . e a evins were resting undisturbed on a bed of glass
ctiIb lllUunum Immediately after they were forced to swim round in a

. The lower c . h di• urve IS t e ifference between the maximum and

On the spe d t hi h&pan th e a w IC the motor could be driven without
fuel th e speed could be increased until it reached a point where

e lTIotor Could ld .at th consume wou be needed to keep It turn-
at speed with . .wo k lout any surplus capacity for performing

~e ret r. When that speed was attained the power output
urned to I .

JllSt he zero. n the example this downward trendgun b .
OUtp .' ut It appears that the optimum speed of rotation

ut In thi .IS particular motor was about 3,200 r.p.m.
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Figure 14 shows a biological case analogous to the mech .
case illustrated in figure 13. This example was chosen part' anlcat
because the curves for maximum and minimum metabolic rat~~Ula~ly
cide at the upper end. It is otherwise perhaps a somewhat un/01n•
nate choice since the measure taken of the metabolic rate of the ° °rtu.
ism is the activity of an organ. r~

The relation shown in figure 14 is. that of the standard and maxi.
mal rate of heart beat to temperature 10 speckled trout alevins and the
difference between these two levels. While the point at which the
greatest difference between these two levels occurs (ca. 12° C.) ma
not be taken literally as the point at which the animal could penor!
the greatest amount of work in an extended period of time, owing
particularly to the uncertainty of the relation of beat rate to stroke
output, it may be taken as representative of the sort of circumstance
which would make such a condition possible. Explained in this man-
ner the temperature corresponding to' the maximum point reached by
an activity curve can be considered as a true optimum, a temperature
at which the internal economy of the organism can function best to
give a particular response to a given stimulus.

The Relation of the Thermal History to Temperature Optima
Up to this point in discussing temperature as a controlling factor

it has seemed best to omit the influence of the thermal history on the
response of the animal to this aspect of temperature. The subject ::
largely been ignored but some authors, notably Wells (193Sb)
Mellanby (1939) have pointed out that acclimation to a given tern~
ture level has tended to remove any initial disadvantage that red.
temperature level imposed on the animal when it was first encount~
Thus Wells showed that the respiratory metabolism first depr .w

d d: on' W"
by a low temperature rose as the animal became a apte '. the
other hand the metabolic rate when stimulated by subject!fi~at as
animal to some new higher level of temperature dropped son:ew corti"

. . d 'mllarthe animal became acclimated. Mellanby showe a si uetltl1
pensation with respect to the rate of the heart beat. co~sei indeJC
it appears best if the optimum is to be used as a physioIOgt~eV'el
oi the species, to acclimate the animals under test to each
the factor at which it is desired to measure their activity.
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. tes the profound effect that the thermal history
15 lllustra .. Th .. h_ijUlre . temperature for an activity. e activity ere

the opt~u: oldfish can swim steadily in water with an oxy-
rate at WhlC gximate1y 160 mm. Hg. The level of activity

• of appro .
on asurements was as far as could be determined,

for these me

i
E
.'"t"

"• .20 •.••• •• sa ~. .••
T._p•.•.'I0.. •.• ·C.

:rhe relation of the sustained swimming rate of goldfish to tempera-
TIle IOlid line represents the relation for fish fully acclimated to each

••• •• re at which the tests were made, the four broken lines represent the
of fish acclimated to 5,.15, 25 and 3I"C. respectively and tested over

of temperatures before they could become acclimated to them. From
Hart (ms).

steady state, and was called forth by taking advantage
movement. The heavy line shows the performance of
bly fully acclimated to the temperature level at which

,aJl'Illance was measured. The dotted lines indicate the per-
of' .antmals acclImated to a given temperature level and
~ance was measured over a series of other temperatures
UQow this level.

Interaction of Controlling Factors
examples above' .er th no mention was made of any controlling

an temperat d h .e opt' . ure, an t e optima have been termed
PUre ~rna WIth no qualification. These optima could not

to •••~: em.perature optima unless the organisms concerned
- •••.•ntaln thei .e . err Internal organization constant in the face

In all other controlling factors in the environment,
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and if the experiments had been arranged to prevent the level
potential limiting factor from approaching the limiting level of an,

While it is true that animals have achieved a greater indep'
of the other controlling factors than they have of temperatu~denc:e
are more likely to be homoio-osmotic or homoio-acidic for ~ art4
than they are to be homoiothermal, the influence of these pie
controlling factors must also be considered. Moreover, as isother
known, maintaining a constant internal environment in the fa \VdI
a changing external one does not mean that a constant outp: :
activity can be maintained at the same time.

.....•.. f-.
i--

~
•

~

--1-". -.......

'* • •
FIGt.'llE 16.-The interaction of controlling factors; for explanation see text.

In considering the interaction of the controlling factors we CII

start with recognition of the fact that all aspects of the state of ::
medium will simultaneously influence the rates of reaction. of the
various substances in the metabolic chain. Thus to descnb~
interaction of two such factors we shall need to resort t~ acultto
dimensional graph. Since a graph of this type is rather dlffi bJII
follow unless one is able to handle the actual solid model, we s/ile5
content ourselves here by examining various two-dimensional pr~~

and sat>·that might be taken from such a model as transverse
sections. d ]3 ate

Let us suppose then that two controlling factors, A ~ '()Ile
. . f' rgaDlSrP.operating to govern the metabolic rate 0 a given 0 ratUre.

of these factors, A, operates in a manner similar to t.erP~~ d
that is the highest metabolic rate comes at a level which IS v is
to the incipient upper lethal level. The other factor, ]3,
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we might imagine pH. would, that is giving a
e rnor~ as er the middle of the biokinetic range for that

that IS near

el of figure 16 shows the supposed standard and maxi-
left ~ for different levels of A at three fixed levels of

lie rates .d f. Each pair of lines thus represents a sagittal
d.ueh :e solid figure that would result from combining the

duO gd B The right panel shows the upper and lower meta-Aan . .
for different levels of B at three fixed levels of A, each parr

ting a transverse section.
are more than two controlling factors operating in a given

their interaction will proceed in essentially the same fashion
only two are present. However, since we can ~a~e models

three dimensions we must proceed to mathematics If we are
ipCCificallywith these higher degrees of complexity.

Concluding Remarks
justifiable to conclude that with respect to the operation
e as a controlling factor much confusion has arisen in
because no clear distinction has been made between

and activity, measures of activity having been considered
retlections of the metabolic rate. The same confusion is

t in the work done on the other factors of this group.
regard to the quantitative relations between activity and

as a controlling factor it would appear that these can
. ulated properly and then only approximately by means of
cat !ormulae, which of course originate through observation

things they formulate. The optimum for activity would
be .an index well worthy of all the consideration that biola-

.e glVen it and of more respect from physiologists than it
~ up to the present time. It is impossible in most cases

h the position of the optimum except by drawing a line by
~he points relating temperature to activity, although of

(1925) fitted a catenary to certain temperature-growth

the relaf f .. ion 0 metabolism to temperature has been con-
.tion has been focussed on standard metabolism, al-.-....:n·....es this standard has been unwittingly the maximum
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rate and has perhaps most frequently been what might be b
termed routine metabolism. Describing the relation of standard (ett~
ing) metabolism to temperature is only half the story as far a rest.
animal as a whole is concerned. The maximum rate shOuld als l~t
measured. The physiological group of formulae, which should 0 be
perly be applied only to measures of the metabolic rate, shoUldpr()..
be applied even to these when dealing with the intact organism not
indeed to isolated systems except with great caution, since the theo~

• ~s 20 •• ao ..-\,;,0

FIGUlU!: 17.-Effect of temperature on the standard and active oxygen consWIIP:
of the bullhead, Ameiurus nebulosus, unpublished data of Paul and Fry .. diyi.
circles and squares each indicate respectively readings taken on twO:efIIIIl

dual specimens. In each case time was allowed at each temperature fo!, eel bJ
A ., as indueacclimation before the experiments were performed. cnvity w

using a cylindrical respiration chamber mounted on a turntable.

. . I reactions
on which they are based presumably applies strictly on y to 1'!Tl as

. ith etabo ISbetween perfect gases. Again then, when dealing WI rn hrougb
well as when dealing with activity, the best line drawn by eye. t foo of

. h I bl descnp Ithe observed points probably offers t e most va ua e
the relationship. . h t it is o~

To revert again to optima it should be pointed out tab' kinetiC
1 . hi the 10at all necessary for the optimum to come wel WIt In
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. those cases which have been cited as examples.
't does In

~; which showS the re.lation b~twheen tempedrature and the
, ndard metabolIc rates In t e bullhea , shows a case

_••• and sta " h h
•••- ff ce between these two rates Increases ng t up to t e
tb di eren .

: r incipient lethal tempera~u:e. Thls ~a~ be t~ken as
Zthe level of continuous actrvrty would similarly Increase

the range of thermal tolerance.
t. n that has not been touched on up to this point is the

quesbO . h bili d kf performance to power. Power IS tea ihty to 0 wor ,
o ce is the result of the application of such work, and there
be any simple proportionality between the two. To return

aaalogy of the machine, it is well known that the speed of an
. e does not rise in direct proportion to the rate of fuel con-

. this is true even when allowance is made for the increase,
consumption. Thus while it has been inferred that activity

..from the energy released by metabolism above that needed to
organization and that there is a simple ratio between such

and power, the level of performance which results from a
of wor-k has not been specifically considered. An approxi-
a relation between power and performance in the goldfish
ived from the data presented in figures 15 and 24 since
sets of values were derived from the same sample of fish.

~on is plotted in figure 18 which shows that the power
~ much more rapidly than does the swimming rate, a

. to that which holds for mechanically driven bodies.
tn. ~ing measurements of the operation of controlling

actiVIty or metabolism, the acclimation level of the organ-
feSpect to these levels must be described if these measure-
t? ~ve any value for physiological classification. A com-
~tion for activity would require a three-dimensional

ch the axes would be acclimation level level' at whichw '_ as taking place and a measure of activity. The same
•••etabolism h
tb except t at there would then also be a lower

e :odel, the two surfaces representing the two limits of
qOwever . I .be ' a simp er and probably quite adequate des-

~de on two dimensions if the description is limited
ted organism as in figures 15 and 17.
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.th l"miting factors. Further comparisons between con-
__nal~"-VII ~d limiting factors will be made in the following

factors
LIMITING FACTORS

eems necessary to offer any preliminary description of
It.~ia~or beyond that already given in the introduction, so

. the term now even in the daily press. If the need of any
_ ••••• JII. 15 of the concept is felt it can be best satisfied by consulting
•••• oanO~5 (1905) original paper, which is a masterpiece of exposi-

Our only departure from the common usage of the term will be
.ding its meaning rather sharply. Most of these restrictions

been tacitly contained or explicitly set forth in various sections
preceding discussion each time that some effect of the environ-
bas been designated by some other adjective. Therefore, we
CDIltentourselves here with merely repeating the definition of

factors as it was given in the introduction .
will be recalled that limiting factors were defined as those
which actually enter into the chain of metabolic processes of

ism. In any governing effect that they may exert on the
*itIIld·ic rate they operate by what is known as Liebig's "law of the

•• or Blackman's "principal of limiting factors." This prin-
o been stated by Blackman (1905) as follows: "When a
IS conditioned as to its rapidity by a number of separate
the rate of the process is limited by the pace of the slowest
(page 289)

tbahavebeen two modifications made to Blackman's orizinal
t ill b'f WI not be dwelt on here. One of these relates to the

o the change between the phases at which a given factor is
or non r ..has b Imltmg (e.g. Burton 1936). The second modifi-

. been the evaluation of the effect of secondary apparatus
etween th it f h .of the . e si e 0 t e metabolism and the environment.

se modlfi tiany w ~ Ions relate to the detail of operation and do
Operat:~ questl~n t~e validity of the principle that limiting

y entenng into the metabolic chain.
The R.ei t·
'Pecific a Ion of Oxygen Supply to Oxygen Uptake

°on ofexa:n~l: chosen for discussion of the general case of
a limltmg factor i h .ac or IS t e relation of the oxygen supply

It is presumed that the remarks made concerning th
f . e operatio temperature as a controlling factor will apply equally I on

. f. We I tooperation 0 other controlling factors although it is not p t~
deal with any of these specifically. It is hoped that :o:~~ to
defence has been put forward for the removal of the Clentcontrolli
factors from Blackman's category of limiting factors. As has be:

.Q
u
C•!G)..ij.
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CruIsing apeed f".p."'_

FIGUU .lS.-The relation between power and performance in young gold£sh. TIle
difference between the maximum and minimum metabolic levels is taken ••
power, rate of cruising speed as performance. From Fry and Hart (~
The data from which this figure is plotted are also displayed in figures 15
25.

. b en thiS
pointed out there are several fundamental differences etwe :·111
gtoup and those factors which are generally recognized as ~imlt1ore
~actors. They differ i? their seat of operation, and ~hat. l~ ~e1
Important from the point of view of a functional ciasslficatlO, gd
also differ in the consequences to the animal which arise from ~a;ese
in their levels in the environment. One of the most important °leJC of
differences from the limiting factors is that the whole comP ~1. in nO
controlling factors acts simultaneously in a manner that 15 • ersaJ11
related to the law of the minimum which has been so unl

"
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to oxygen uptake. Just as the work on temperature indices d
h .. ff f ea.Is Wit e quantitative e ects 0 temperature as a controlling factor tit

does the literature dealing with the relation of oxygen suppl ' So also
y to OlCy.

r-::---_

a 4 e e ::~o~.,,:; ~ t~.o I
. . varioUl

FIG'-~ 19.- The relation of oxygen supply to oxygen consumptlon 1I1

organisms.
A. Dixippus morosus, v. Buddenbrock u. v. Rohr (1923).
B. Fundulus heteroclitus, Maloeuf (1937).
C. Various marine fish, Hall (1929).
D. Homarus americanus, Amberson, Mayerson and Scott (1924).
Figures A, B and C reprinted with permission.

gen uptake deal with the effects of oxygen as a limiting factor. f::h~~
details concerning this work the reader is referred to the COrTlf1933)'
sive reviews of v. Ledebur (1939) Maloeuf (1937), and Tang 'flg tJle
Figure 19 gives a number of representative curves ShOWI
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o important contributions. on thetw between Oxygen consumptlon,
t1o~equirements and Oxygen pressure

~~~ were overlooked when the section
ting factors was ~ritten •

These are:
1940

toffverbrauch der Fische be1
iedenem Sauerstoffdruck und

edenem Sauerstoffbedarf.
chrift fur vergleichende Physiologie)
28: 142-152.

A. 1942.

toffverbrauch der Fische II.
iedene Entwicklungs - und
~tadien vom Lachs und Hecht.
~r9iftfur vergleichende Physiologie)

: 583-594.

~ethese, Lindroth expresses essentially
n paint of view with regard toas a li 't'here ,rn~ lng factor as has been
s acti~~ih respect to the level of noof n y. He establishes some

~uc~sexcess ~c~i~ity for Salmo__~~c~u~s rutlllS and Esox lucius.
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n uptake to oxygen supply as it has been deter-
. of oxyge. .
p lly Briefly It may be stated that the relation hasimenta . ,

~r f d either to be linear over the range of oxygenb noun '
11, eeth ate is affected by the level of the oxygen supply, or
bere e r ions b B lackm' ieinal

I' The linear relations ear out an s ongm
bvnerbo rc, , ithoJ.r- the hyperbolic curves are more consistent WI more..r0n,. of diffusion (Tang 1933).
theOn~'respiratory dependence" has been employed todescribe

term on of the respiratory rate being related to the oxygen,men .
The respiration rate becomes independent of the oxygen

•abovo a certain critical value.
important feature of the phenomenon of respiratory depen-

the significance of which appears to have been universally over-
except possibly by v. Ledebur (1939), is the fact that respira-

deuce is generally well expressed, at least in the more highly
animals, over a wide range of levels of oxygen supply only
animals are respiring at their maximum rate. This phe-
has however, been often unconsciously employed in the
,tal technique. Thus Maloeuf (1937) in his experiments,

measurements only during the first hour that fish were
respiration chamber. The results found by Black, Fry and
1939) make it extremely probable that the fish would still
.ng at a rate approaching their maximum during that period,
,Iy. as a result of the handling they receive while being

mto the chamber. When the respiratory rate is measured
~burg apparatus the continual motion serves to keep the

ltimulated. Thus it may be said 'that whereas in the case
'\dealing with temperature as a controlling factor activity

as 'I~~, ~ve been confused, in the literature dealing with
·d:a~nlltmg factor activity has been ignored.

fo on ~f the fact that the greatest respiratory dependence
und Usmg an' I ' , .. .to th irna s respmng at their maximum rate WIll

d th e eSsential difference between the operation of a limiting
at of a Cont II' f ' . ,the " ro mg actor, not, It IS true through lOgIC,

assOClatto f'd
one wh' n 0 I eas. A controlling factor it will be re-

o ich governs both the maximum and minimum rates
o A limiting f ct h 'tnaJc' a or, on t e other hand, exerts Its control

unum rate of metabolism, for once the limiting factor
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has attained a level which reduces the metabolic rate to th .
required to maintain the vital processes of the animal ~hnl!nirnllQa
has reached its incipient lethal level. At levels beyond this that f~ctOr
must go steadily into some metabolic deficit which will e an11tlal
until death ensues. accumulate

\Ve can make use of this attribute of limiting factors t .
. if b . d . . . 0 d~n"wnat, 1 0 tame WIth proper expenmental precautions, would

to be a very valuable index of animal activity. This index ~
be designated the level of no excess activity or perhaps the I ll1Igbt
standard activity. It can be derived as follows. eve; of

TH
E ENVIRONMENT ON ANIMAL ACTIVITY
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'ght be near its limiting level. The controlling
factor nu
uld be kept constant.

thO dard level of metabolism has been determined the
the stan .... .

timulated to elicit Its maxunum continuous level of.
then s . b 1" d .during this process It.Smeta ? I~m IS.measure .over a s~nes

of the factor in questIon, until In spite of continued stirnu-
metabolic rate drops to a level representing the standard

Ii
•

i
• 0r ••

20 40 fl:O eo .100

O-'.::tge'" r."'Slon ""m. He;.

The level of no excess activity for oxygen for young goldfish acclimated
C. u determined from f dar .measurement 0 stan d and actrve rates of
aptake. From Fry and Hart (ms.).

srQt'\darci

//.y'.,'
o • ~. oZ. .12 "'0 ". .r~ •..• 7? 4<1 ••

~ .• ;'our.s .

FIGURE 20.-A persistent cycle of activity influencing the metabolic rate. FroID •
in table 2 Wells (1935a). These data illustrate a 24 hour cycle of actidr
supertmposed upon the effect of raising the temperature by equal stepS at r#II'

stant intervals.

rate or below An ex I f hi d ....21 hieb' amp e 0 t s etermmation IS given
w.. shows the data from which the oxygen tension
:!7ty. for the goldfish at 250 C. can be derived.

of y mteresting to note that Henderson (1939) gave
no exce ..

to climb th ss activity as the reason that man had never
sine tl e l~st thousand feet of Mount Everest. He

e ie restmg m t b Ii f .of 250 e a 0 Ism 0 man requires an oxygen
-350 cc N T P / . .29 000 f .... rrun., an amount which could be

, eet only b th . .acclimat dye maximal respiratory effort even
e to low 0 .~ on th " xygen, It would not be possible for

".L e actIVIty ne fi . .
"II an artifici cessary to nish the climb, unless

of al source of oxygen .
no excess "

'tude d' activity cannot of course be an index of
, an IS a t 11c ua y open to more objections than

'. f t~~The first step IS to measure the standard level 0 me a .",.
the organism, taking care that it is receiving somewhere in t~e n~till
bourhood of the minimum of external stimuli, and that it IS :936)
bottom of any persisting cycle of activity such as Oausen d ( 5ucb
Gompe1 (1937), and Spencer (1939) have demonstrate . fui rJ
cycles of activity can wreck what are otherwise the most' ~refi~
experiments. An example of such a cycle in fish is given 1~•••.••nD. ' uperll"Y-
20 which shows a persistent 24 hour cycle of actIVIty s that
on the effect of changing temperature which was the effect sure
author desired to measure. Care should also be taken to en
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li level will remain constant. If such were the case
lIleta~ ~tion might be represented graphically as in figure
of1lcd~ the hypothesis is amenable to direct test.

anY even that sorne stress i. f acclimation presupposes at some stress IS exerted
o~ 0 which is the stimulus that brings out the adaptive

orPlllsm . h h . tal "Th manner in whic t e environrnen stress IS irn-
a Ii;iting factor. appears to be different fr~m that which

~ activity is being governed by a controlling factor. It
iid that when a limiting factor is operating the stress iss;;. the organism itself, for if the organism re~ained c~m-

quiescent it would not be affected by the factor in question,
course that factor were nearly at an incipient lethal level

consequence the organism might need to put forth consider-
just to meet its maintenance metabolism. The stress

occasioned by the activity of the animal arising from its
to respond to the stimuli of its environment. If oxygen
limiting' factor for instance, there would be levels of oxygen,
even considerably above the level of no excess activity, at

the routine of living would keep the organism almost
y on the edge of oxygen lack. In such a manner pre-

• the environmental stress exerted which elicits the adaptive

obtain for the standard metabolic rate. For instance, in
ing the maximum rate of oxygen uptake the accessory res~eaSUt
mechanism is working to its utmost, and the cost of resPirat~l~atof)
be many times greater than it would be under the standard COndO.ma,
However, such a fault might be allowed since it tends to camp1tiOns.
for the fact that the standard rate is above the minimum. Vanensate

(1938) gives a fine example of the increasing cost of resPiratio~
the trout, Salnio shasta, at lower tensions of oxygen. III

The so-called critical level of oxygen, that level of supply wh
the respiration changes from being ind~pendent to bei~g depende:
perhaps should more properly be redesignated as the mcipient linaj.
ting level that is the external level at which there is no limiting effect
even under conditions of most strenuous activity.

~ s~en that the corollary to the proposition in the pre-
on IS that the effect of a limiting factor is to limit to a
the o~eral1 activity of the organism, although it may still

Thof puttmg the same energy into short bursts of activity as
e lo~er the level of the limiting factor, the greater the dif-

repaymg any metabolic deficit that may be incurred in even
of '.Iho activity. The remarks of Henderson (1939) referred

w the situation clearly.

InteTaction fL' "o ~m%tzngand Controlling Factors
now in a ..

. position to consider further the conditioned opti-
Ously We idfact ConSI ered the interaction of two or more

ors, now we ca dd t hi di .COntr 11' n a 0 t IS a ISCUSSlOnof the inter-
fact 0 mg ~actor or combination of controlling factors with

or, or mdeed bi f I' ", com matt on 0 imrtmg factors. We

~ u,op,ent ,"",,,,ru'\Cj \."'.,
. unQcehmored

•Jt
~,
e~
~
o

Gerty •

.rondord

activitY·
FIGURE 22.-A possible effect of acclimation on the level of no excess

Acclimation to Limiting Factors . 11
. . discUSS10

Up to this point we have not considered m our . to
. h hi f the organlsrtt .limiting factors the relation of t e istory 0 sider

effect the factor concerned has upon it. Nor shall we cO'nnysiol
. k of the P '(11except to speculate, for although much IS .n0w~ its re1atl

of acclimation to low levels of oxygen, especially in :nan, ral te~
to activity does not appear to have been yet set forth I~ ~;n:cclin,at1

It may probably be safely assumed that the effec the leVel
to low environmental levels of oxygen will be to reduce e that

. . . I b f to assurtt
no excess activity. Perhaps It may a so e sa e
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shall illustrate this discussion by considering the interaction b
oxygen as a limiting factor and temperature as a controlling f etw~

. . .. . actor
Before we can work out this mteraction It IS necessary to ex :

the effect of temperature. on respiratory. dependence. One such~
has already been shown In figure 2, which shows the relation of ttt. h '. t~perature and oxygen tension to t e cutaneous respirano-, rate in the

10
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ed the oxygen tension. The explanation of the dif-
reJat tOsponse to increasing temperature shown in the two
in the re. . .
~ . the fact that In the cutaneous respiration of the frog
lies rn ssory respiratory apparatus involved, whereas there is
no acce '.

case of Di:cippus .. Wheln accessory resPlrath~rYh ~ppar~tusl IS
gen tension IS no onger a measure w IC IS equiva ent_~~,oxy

• Tief'

, , 10 ,~ 10 U )0

. . . tension and temperaNl'
FIGUlI.E 23.- The relation between respiration rate, oxygen 1923.

in the stick insect Dixippus morosus, From v. Buddenbrock u. Rohr.

.. h h n the re#
frog. In figure 2 (page 10) It Will be seen t at W e ot be

. d h tate cann
ration rate has reached a particular lev tar I which

. . t ' t d to a teveexceeded when the oxygen tension IS res nc e 'eased, as
h h t may be IDcr .just supplies that need, althoug t e temp~ra ure respl~

was pointed out on page 9, Another relation betwe
b
en eXpected

, hi h can e z3.tion rate oxygen tension and temperature, w ic 'figure.J' 'h' shown in . tf'Pto occur more commonly In t e metazoa IS t ' InS ,
fi 2 presen 5,Here there is no series of plateaux as gure , uing

f take contln , 11of a constant level for the rate 0 oxygen up tenSlo
increasing temperature when a limiting level of Oxygen re but

, , h ' ' g temperatureached, there is a gradual rise WIt increasm

Q a "1.Z. 'lC ao 24 as 3a 3. ..t,C)
T.rnp41rQtur •.• C.

·-The relation b
ted t etween temp~Iature and metabolism in young goldfish

o each temp b f
Iftd Hart ( erature e ore the measurements were taken. From

ms.).

SUPply, since in' .
tntilato creasing temperature stimulates the operation
and th ry apparatus, or whatever the accessory apparatus

Us present
aces f . s a greater supply of oxygen to the respi-

ed Chosorh~ given amount in the medium, Putter it may
. e IS ex' 1 .\v ,penmenta material carefully to exclude this
. e can no h'lIlteract' w turn to t e specific case chosen to illu-

IOn betw I" ,een muting factors and controlling factors.
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Figure 24 shows the relation bet~een. temperature and the
mum and standard rates of metabohsm in the goldfish. p :n~.
(page 32) it was pointed out how such data as are present:~v.IOUsly
ure 24- possibly form the rational basis for an interpretation of In.fig.
temperatures for activities. The same principle will be e..'(tendO~ttlllal
to the production of a similar optimum conditioned by the te e. hert. nSlon..:
available oxygen. \II,

The oxygen tension of the water at which the measurements of
ma.ximum rate of uptake were taken in the experiments provid~
the data for figure 24 was approximately air saturation; the maxim:

,

. al is terminated at temperatures just beyond this point,
arum I k. due to oxygen ac .

beJng curve in figure 26 is derived as in figure 13 by plotting__ lower. .
I"'" between the maximum and standard levels of metabolism
":#erence Th hi h hi . hCIJIA· erature. e temperature at w IC t IS point reac es

ternp . di d b h li ..alue is a temperature optimum con itione y t e imitmglest v
of 25 mrn. of oxygen.
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FrGUU 25.-The relation between maximum respiration rate, temperature, and

oxygen tension in YOWlggoldfish acclimated to each temperature before measure'
rnents were taken. (Fry and Hart, ms.) The values on the graph are oxY'-
tensions in rom. Hg.
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o..
rates of uptake at a series of other oxygen tensions are shown.:
figure 25. By combining any of the curves in figure 25 in wluke
oxygen has a limiting effect on the ma.ximum rate of oxygen ~pt;is

. h h d .' h ., . rnent tn
a

wit t e curve epicting t e minImum oxygen reqUlr: ' figurt
the oxygen required to maintain the standard metabOhc rate ( d'

2
. .' II' f ctOr an
4) a par ticular case of the interactIOn of a contro mg a e

limiting factor will be obtained. Such a case is illustrated in figtl~\.gell. the 0:-,
Two features are apparent in figure 26. Reducmg f cti\1'

tension to 25 rnrn. Hg. reduces progressively the degree ~ ;easi
possible at the higher temperatures, as indicated by the I~ISO'at
proximity of. the standard and maximum metabolic curves. level

. h'" . d d to the
certam temperature, t e maximum activity IS re uce "ist'
the standard requirements, and not only the activity but the e.

a La 1.6 ~o ~4 ae a a 36 40

T_""?trQr ••re ·C.

'-The intera.ction of a limiting and a controlling factor. For explanation
see text. Data from figures 24 and 25.

inc:lusion of another limiting factor in the scheme would only
Il10re of the maximum metabolism over some part of the tem-

ta?ge, with a resulting effect on the position of the con-
1~~m Or on the extent of the biokinetic range. It may be

Illlhng factors operate consecutively, as indeed has been
~~e PUblication of Blackman's (1905) paper, while as

I lQt.ed out earlier, controlling factors act concurrently .
.y Similes, which give point to the difference, are that
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limiting factors are like a chain, which i.s nc stronger than its
link, while the controlling factors are like a rope, which is W
as the sum of its threads, as str

Concluding Remarks
It is hoped. that this exposi~io~ of ~he operation of OXygenas

limiting factor Illustrates the principles 10 a manner sufficient!
prehensive to allow. ~e subj.ect to be closed with ~ittle furth: c:
cussion, although It IS realized that the danger 10 using s!leci6e
examples is that they may be taken for the general case. ExamJllea
refer only to cases to which their terms are appropriate; terms may be
different in different cases and only the general structure is the same.
For instance we have been referring here only to oxidative metaboliSlll.
the principles but not the details extend to other types of metabolisaa.

A final paragraph seems necessary to point out that while onlJ
metabolites can act directly as limiting factors, it must be recognized
that non-metabolites can exert what might be called a secondary
limiting effect. They do this by interfering with the normal inter-
changeof some metabolite. Thus carbon monoxide can for ~
by combining with haemoglobin, reduce the oxygen transpo.rt capacitJ
of the blood and hence limit the supply of oxygen to the tISSUes.
this way carbon monoxide in the environment would prod~~.
effect on metabolism to all intents and purposes that of a limi .
factor. Even what under other circumstances would be a contra .
factor can have this secondary limiting effect. For instance •
aquatic animals which can regulate their internal ~H, a c
external level of acidity might interfere with the mterchange
respiratory gases at the respiratory surfaces. rn bd'

. . . hi h I . your conceAnother interestmg POlOt, w IC IS 10 no wa . vol
since we are not dealing with plants, is that ions which are tnuslY. . . ltaneo
in photosynthesis may perhaps on occasion operate simu thesis r-r
controlling and limiting factors. Thus the rate of pho~osYa1nthe dfI"

. I .. whIle so .be limited by the rate of supply of a particu ar Ion II rnedJ
tribution that that ion makes to the ionic complex of the ce
may influence the metabolic rate of the cell.

ACCESSORY FACTORS .-11 fa
d for accesso'JWhile a separate category has been erecte he or

. upon t .and they are defined as those factors that Impose . is resttl
hi h h gantsrn Ia metabolic load in excess of that to w IC t e or

ENVIRONMENT ON ANIMAL ACTIVITY 53crs OF THE

. overning its maximum metabolic rate, this cate-
factor IS g I' I f Ier .ence rather than of fact. t IS mere y a use u£ convent '" f I

one 0 . h to bring together vanous interactions 0 the ast
der whlc f' I Th'Ull. hi h result in the death 0 the aruma . IS was
ones w !C • . he !

~ in the preceding section where discussion of t e lOt~r-
lli g and limiting factors was ended at the POlOt

of ~n~~ mfactor had reduced the maximum uptake to the
the Iiautmg . .. d h k

eed Beyond this POlOt It IS propose t at we spea no
~ c~ntrolling factor, but call it an accessory factor ins~ead.

ory factors are operating, the lethal effects attnbut-
access .. f the i . f. ration can be appraised 10 terms 0 t e interactron 0
rope . .. for analvsi I'involved but the value of this possibility or ana YSIS res at
more in the promise than in the fulfilment.

this point it will be necessary to introduce another pren:ise
presumably meet with general acceptance. If the operation

ry factor is such as to force the animal to accumulate a
deficit that ultimately results in its death, the amount of that

••• quired to bring about death is either a constant, independent
at which it is accumulated, or is a function of that rate.

at which such a deficit will accumulate will be a func-
metabolic needs of the organism and of the difference

needs and what can be interchanged with the environ-
propositions state what has often been inferred. For

Sumner and Doudoroff (1938) made use of the rate of dying
A,s mirabilis in dilute solutions of KeN in sea water or in
water as an index of the metabolic rate. This of course

isolated example of what has been general practice, chosen
because it relates to fish. The propositions can then be

ell established in biological practice if not in fact. Let us
t help they might be in analysing certain lethal effects of
ertt.

first pl .
abo ace It may be stated that when lethal effects are

~ by the operation of accessory factors, the rate of dying
leno y the metabolic rate of the organism. This of course is

of ;!edge and the example to follow is inserted to carry
of e argument rather than to introduce the subject. The

an acces f
a Sory actor as opposed to what appears more
:ure lethal effect can be illustrated by contrasting the

e progress of the lethal effect of high temperature with
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that of low oxygen, both lethal effects being considered . h
to fish. Wit resPect

The rate of dying of fish in high temperatures has been de
strated on a number of occasions (e.g. Fry Hart and IN lk man,. . . ' a er 10Ar
to be independent of their size. In others where a corr I . ~)

. e ation "-
tween order of death and size has been observed this ~
h be . .' correlati

as en Inverse, the larger fish being the more sensitive. (Bun on
man and Sparks 1924). It is well known that the metabolic ts-

. . h f . rate per
unit welg t 0 organisms of the same species tends to be an .
f . f their si A Inverseunction 0 err size. well worked-out example of this ph

" ~~
non m fish has been gIVen by Wells (1935b). Clearly then in
great many cases there is no correlation between the metabolic a
of fish and the order of sensitivity to lethal levels of high temper:~
ture.

. On the other hand the rate of death of members of one species
01 fish exposed to oxygen-free water is very definitely related to
their metabolic rate as inferred from their size (Wells 1913).

This appears to be the appropriate place to interpolate a few re-
marks concerning experimental procedure in measuring a lethal effect
when an accessory factor is concerned. When measuring the lethal
efiect of oxygen lack for instance, precautions must be taken to en-
sure that the metabolism of the organism remains in some standard
condition throughout the experiment. The validity of such a measure-
ment depends upon this precaution as much as does that of any
measure of metabolism itself.

In our postulates we have ascribed the rate of dying occasion~
by accessory factors to two circumstances, the metabolic rate an
the level to which some product which is the consequence of the Illeta-

bolic deficit must rise in -order to be lethal. If we could sepa:
these two influences we could make interesting comparisons betWta-

species, for we could then in effect eliminate the influence of the Ill~OIJ

bolic rate. It is possible that in the case of fish such a sep;.rarate
could be achieved by arranging apparatus so that the metabo l~ater.
could be measured immediately before introducing oxygen-fre~derable

We could continue to speculate in this vein for ~ co
nSl

ay be,
further period. However, enticing as these speculatIOns IIIell ad-
we are building a theoretical house of cards and wo~ld b~.tseaIinl
vised to cement the lower storey with a little expenmen

wax before proceeding to erect the structure higher.

ssory factors we have spent most time dis-
'd ring accee h e the maximum rate has been reduced below
case w er . . I' hi h hthe . ent This IS not the on y way m w IC t e

••on requlrem· .' . . . th••••. n need and satisfactIOn can arrse, nor IS It e
. T betwee

~iIIIII"'lIll~ty h been mentioned, but the other case was taken up
blch as . d f . d Th. and may well have slippe rom rrun . e case

uctWn hei . b'l' ..
••••. 'lIKIruu

that
of the death of fish due to t ~Ir ma I ity to maintam

'. balance at low but not otherwise lethal temperatures
be . 'db hin which the minimum reqUIrement was raise a ove t e

metabolic rate. . .
y it should be pointed out that there are cases in which the

death due to the operation of an accessory factor may appear
ndent of the metabolic rate due to extraneous circum-

Thus while fish exposed to boiled water die in order
ere is no such correlation at all between size and order
death is brought about by simply removing them from the
exposing them to air. A small fish may live as long under

tances as' does a large one of the same species. (Poli-
14, Tchang-Si and Yung-pin Liu, 1946). While in both

is due to anoxia, this anoxia is brought about by differ-
When fish are exposed to boiled water anoxia is due to.m~in the medium, but when they are exposed to air they

up a sufficient supply of oxygen, not because of a lack of
• that element but because the mechanical unsuitability of
wn prevents the gills from functioning. Therefore when

~o specialized apparatus for terrestrial respiration are ex-
IUr they are not entirely deprived of oxygen because some

:sorbed through the skin, and the relatively greater body
e ~maller fish tends to compensate for their relatively

~bohc rate. Indeed the whole situation is an interesting
on of the 11 k . .we - nown law relating metabolic rate to sur-

RECAPITULATION

the order of t
fact reatment of the various categories of the en-

~ew or
d

s follo,,:",ed above appears to be logical from the
. evelopmg f .can a sequence 0 thought on the subject

of di no
l
w .be arrayed in what may be a better order fo;

sp aymg th . .ism. Th' e interrelation between the various factors
IS rearrangement IS introduced m figure 27.
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The four panels in figure 27 should be considered in order f
top left to the bottom right. romthe

The top left panel presents a generalized picture of the
between the maximum and minimum levels of metabolism andrelatiOQ

, of therl------------------------------------------ _
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ich the organism is allowed its complete expression
in Whl e to the controlling factors is concerned. At'ts respons . "

1 f the range the minimum metabolic rate IS zero, and
cod 0. rate is zero also; At the other end of the range
~urn bsorbs the total metabolic capacity of the organ-

:-tom rate a '"
••••- . coincides with the maximum metabolic rate. Thisthus agam . .

the upper end of the range, It must be emphasized,
at . bei . db hth ght of in this Instance as emg occasione y t e~ ~ ..

f Y limiting factor. The distance between these twoo an d ..
'ncidence of the maximum an rmrumum rates represents

~ range of the controlling factors over which the organism
active if nothing else intervened. This range might be

potential range of activity. The distance between the
and minimum metabolic rates of metabolism at any point

• nnge of the controlling factors might be termed the scope
'. This basic description of the capacities of the organ-

made perforce with reference to the controlling factors
flaors enter inevitably into any situation. Let us again

the other factors modify this basic picture.
right pace! shows the manner in which the identity
as the controlling factor may operate as a lethal factor

possible field of existence and activity. The lethal factor
"c:ted as slashing off both the upper and the lower end of
range of activity. Two examples of such an abrupt ter-

activity at the upper end of a range of a controlling fac-
given in the text. These are the relation of the in-

lethal temperature to the maximum and standard rates
in the bullhead (figure 17) and that between the lethal

~ to a stimulus in the speckled trout (figure 12). No
b been cited of a similar lethal effect at the lower end
utitcanb 11' . h .Iii< e we imagined t at such an effect obtains
e the speckled trout which is quite active at O°c. butSurely . h

It . pens at a temperature a degree or two below
IS consid d thacti . ere at the lethal factors have no effect on
VttyWithin th b' ki . .,....,.. . e 10 metre range, nor do they influence.....SltJonof th .

"ion' e optimum, although they may affect itsIn the b' ki .inQ . 10 metic range or even obliterate it entirelyPlent leth I .a IS reached at a low enough level with re-

\
\

FIGtJ"RE 27.-The interaction of the environment and the organism.
nation see text.

scope for activity in relation to the controlling factors. 'fh
e
'::d

presented here is one which is rarely or perhaps never at
ta1

57
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spect to the potential range for activity, as is apparently the
the bullhead (figure 17). Cast·

The abrupt termination of the biokinetic range without
activity may well be questioned. As the case has been st aft

ated
there has been no room left for the well-known time factor (
man 1905). This has been so because the lethal limit chose ~
incipient lethal level and presumably it will be beyond this le:~s
the time factor will be well expressed. It is difficult to say
how justifiable it is to take the stand that there is no progr .
reduction of the maximum rate of metabolism towards the upper
of the zone of tolerance before the zone of resistance is reached
the matter requires careful investigation using material for which
lethal limits have been determined with some precision. Such
ments as those of Pantin (1923) on Amoeba in which his subj
moved more slowly at a given temperature when returned to it after
period at a higher one are not necessarily evidence of anything
thermal acclimation. If the incipient lethal level is also taken as
lower limit of the biokinetic range, there may perhaps be species
which there is no biological zero. Perhaps however this inter '
heresy should not be pursued too far at the present.

The lower left hand panel adds the effect of a limiting fatcm:
activity within the zone of tolerance delimited on the upper
panel. The effect of the limiting factor is to reduce the scope
activity and to displace the optimum to the left. The level of
limiting 'factor has been so chosen that the lethal effect in the zone

bi . fan acresistance is always brought about by the com matron 0

factor with the lethal factor. h edu'
If we disregard the lethal factor it may be noted that t e r ~

. .. b 1'" f tomes at the Upy--of the biokinetic range y a irmting a~ or c . C7 iven.,
of the range of the controlling factor m the dla",ram h

g
tever

general case would be that the range would be cut at w .h a case
. . . d h hi h st In sucthe rmmmurn metabolic nee s were t e Ig e. . ange

. ., . h I f fi 16 the biokinetlc r .was imagined 111 the ng t pane 0 gure, . limitIng
be reduced by having a gap in the middle. Or ~f the f activity
were not quite so severe, there might be two maxltnha.o is the

. ibl that t IS Irated by a central depression. It IS pOSSI e C Ipidi1t1r1 S
ation for the bimaximal curves for growth rate of 0

in relation to pH found by Elliott (1933).

Concluding Remarks
ilplnedi'iate objective in erecting this classification of environ-

was to provide a basis for a description of animals
rements of their activities as influenced by the various

in ~e environmental complex. The problem with which
m the physiological description of organisms in relation

• nment is that of assessing reality by means of restricted
standards: for there is no profit in the classification unless

the animal' f ". s unctlOnmg can be taken as representative of= IS there any control over the conditions without some
pulation. It is hoped that this paper will be a contribu-

the attenuation of the fundamental difficulty inherent in all
Work that' th d'ffi If' .lpecifi ' . IS e I cu ty 0 knowmg the precise mean-

ifi c ~penmental result in relation to the general case,
catIon of the en . . lati .and . vironrnent m re anon to ItS effects on

WIth so t t f .ICtivit me s a ement 0 the relation between metabol-
Y, some loeical rti f ff' .clas 'fi' o· po toning 0 e ort IS possible. And
51 catIon and thval I e statement may prove to be erroneous

••..•utehess, for there is a great dear more value in having
"U an th '.
OUah ere IS In never stating them; the road to truth

•• argument.

58 "'E ENVIRONMENT ON Al'iIMAL ACTIVITY
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e1 of figure 27 the effect of the need for further
tinal ~tion in the face of both the limiting factor and the

:e~ :trated. The metabolic requirement for carrying
r IS I ~ysiolOg1cal regulation has been added to the mini-

furth~r p te This raises the baseline and reduces the scope
be ra . . . I ci .Also in the correct combination 0 CIrcumstances It can

, educe the biokinetic range at either end, death beyond
r c· fbeing due either to accessory tactors or to a mixture 0

and lethal factors.
, es physiological regulation may be obtained as a

of metabolism used for activity, as is the case when
by the muscles in performing work is used to maintain

temperature above that of the environment. Such regulation
bly does not subtract from the scope for activity. In

, although the cost may not be great it presumably must
the question,
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